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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 64 pages. The poems presented here are an extension
to the Metamorphoses, theLatin masterpiece by Publius Ovidius Naso, written in the year 8 A. D. ,
that recounts a series of transformations of humans into animal, plant, and mineral forms. Ovids
stories range from remote mythic times to thefounding of Rome. Poets have long recounted the
stories of human beingsbeing changed into other beings. These myths are repeated over andover in
many cultures and many times. These myths show us how literallypigheaded humans can be and
what just punishments or rewards aremeted out; coincidentally, the myths may have helped us to
understandother beings by becoming them. For every myth told, however, there are many not told,
and theseshadow myths track our cultures, appearing only in fragments and allusions. One
important difference between these and Ovidian stories isthat these myths describe the conversion
of mineral, plant and animalforms into human beings; and this conversion results in different kinds
ofchallenges, that result from openings and expansions instead of closingsand contractions. I have
assembled a few of them here. These new beingsare not gods, so much as the offspring of life
beleaguered by human interference, symptoms of the...
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Thorough information for publication lovers. it was actually writtern extremely properly and useful. I found out this publication from my i and dad
suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Ga r nett McLa ug hlin II--  Dr . Ga r nett McLa ug hlin II

This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD
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